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Executive Summary 

 

Following the spectacular rise in prices  of the first cryptocurrency Bitcoin in 2017, 

the crash and the subsequent "crypto-winter", during which many blockchain pro-

jects had to fight to survive, a new chapter in the crypto-cosmos has opened up: 

We are on the threshold of mass adaptation.  

The corona pandemic provides impetus for digitisation and its increased ac-

ceptance by individuals, private ventures and public authorities. Proof is given by 

large technology companies such as MicroStrategy and Paypal by opening up to 

the cryptocurrency Bitcoin. 

In addition to its primal function as a means of payment, another factor has been 

brought into focus: the function of storing value. The measures taken to limit the 

negative economic impact of the corona pandemic have sparked a heated debate 

of professionals on the stability of our monetary system and confidence in money 

as a store of value. In this paper are shown the advantages and disadvantages of 

cryptocurrencies as a store of value compared to traditional stores of value such 

as money, real estate, gold and securities (like bonds or shares). Finally it is 

pointed out what potential cryptocurrencies hold to establish themselves as an as-

set class. 
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Introduction 

"Bitcoin as a primary treasury reserve asset" Geldmagazin, a journal on finance 

publishes in the September 2020 issue within its Blockchain Short News an article 

about the investment decision of the US technology company MicroStrategy to ac-

quire 21,454 Bitcoin for $250 million.1 

CEO Michael J. Saylor is quoted as saying: "This investment reflects our belief that 

Bitcoin, as the most widely used crypto currency, is a reliable store of value (...)".2 

Prior, Business Wire published a press release the day the investment was an-

nounced in early August, setting out the background to the investment decision, as 

provided by the CEO. The main factor he cites is the economic and political uncer-

tainty associated with the Corona pandemic, but above all the unprecedented fi-

nancial support provided by governments around the world to stabilise economy. 

According to Michael J. Saylor, in the long run this will lead to a devaluation not 

only of the existing fiat currencies but also of conventional forms of investments. 

Saylor said after evaluating various investment options, the company had decided 

to go with Bitcoin. This appears to offer adequate protection against inflation and 

promises a higher rate of return in comparison to conventional investments (as-

sets).3 Additionally, the increasing institutional acceptance4 is having a favourable 

effect.5 

Since the initial investment, the company has reinvested in Bitcoin and now holds 

38,250 Bitcoins valued at $425 million.6 

Therefore MicroStrategy uses the cryptocurrency Bitcoin as a store of value by 

investing a large portion of the company's money. Bitcoin has been subject to great 

volatility since its introduction in 2009.7 Therefore, a stability in value cannot be  

 

 

 
1 Cf. a.u., 2020a, p.66; cf. Bizovi/Denyeau, 2020 and www.microstrategy.com 
2 A.u., 2020a, p. 66. 
3 Cf. Bizovi/Denyeau, 2020. 
4 Cf. a.u., 2020a, p. 66; cf. Weger, 2020, p. 38. 
5 Cf. Bizovi/Denyeau, 2020. 
6 Cf. United States Securities and Exchange Commission, 2020. 
7 Cf. Balz/Paulick, 2019, p. 13. 
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attributed to it.8 However, this would be an important prerequisite for its suitability 

as a means of payment or as an investment9. 

The central question is: Does the crypto currency have the potential to be a store 

of value? 

The answer requires the capture of the term cryptocurrency. Although originated 

in Bitcoin, there is a variety of virtual currencies10. 

In the context of this analysis, a classification is undertaken and the concept of 

cryptocurrencies illustrated. 

The definition of the concept of storing value is given, followed. by presenting pre-

ferred investment products (assets). Throughout those conventional stores of value 

are determined and subsequently described. 

A comparison of cryptocurrencies and conventional stores of value shows the sim-

ilarities and differences. This points out to what extent cryptocurrencies themselves 

have the potential to be a store of value. 

The prospect shows the interplay between the effects of the corona pandemic and 

cryptocurrencies. Finally, the question is answered whether cryptocurrencies have 

the potential to be a store of value and could become a recognised means of pay-

ment or the preferred store of value.  

  

 
8 Cf. Zöllner, 2020, pp. 117, 119; cf. Schlund/Pongratz, 2018, p. 598. 
9 Cf. the functions of money: means of exchange, unit of account, value creation, store of value, cf. Grundmann, 2019, 
recital 3, (detailed explanations are provided in sections 3 to 5.). 
10 Cf. Baier, 2019, p. 123f. 
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